
MATH 1914–010 Diff. and Int. Calculus I Spring 2014
Webwork Assignments

In addition to the written homework, there will be an online series of homework assignment. These
online homework problem sets are managed and scored online by the mathematics department
Webwork system.

• You get to the webwork server by following this link:
http://www.webwork.math.ou.edu/webwork2

If ever you forget the link, you can always find this easily by Googling, for example, the
phrase “ou math webwork.”

• You should see our course listed as brady math1914 010 spring2014. Click on that link
and you you get to a login page. You can get directly to the login page by following this
link:
http://www.webwork.math.ou.edu/webwork2/brady_math1914_010_spring2014/

• Login using your university 4-by-4 ID (as both username and password).

• You should see a homework assignment called “IntroSet.” It has a due date and time. This
set is really here to get you used to using the webwork interface, and to understand the
syntax that webwork uses/expects.

• When you click on IntroSet, you should see a list of problems. You should also see a link
functions and symbols on the right hand side of the page. This is a very good resource. I
am including this link here too:
http://webwork.maa.org/wiki/Available_Functions#.UuKbT_bnYhg

• The first two problems (and the very last) of IntroSet are just descriptions of Webwork, and
do not require you to fill anything in online. Just hit the “Submit Answers” button after
reading these. That way webwork will give you a score for these problems! The remaining
problems in this set all have boxes where you have to type in answers. Remember to click
“submit answers” when you are done with each problem.

• There will be more webwork assignment sets as the semester progresses. These will be posted
on the course homepage.
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